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welcome 
to the winter issue of 
Growing Matters!

Welcome to the fifth edition of Growing Matters, and my first as editor. Through 
this publication, my hope, is that we continue to demonstrate the success and 
resilience of farmers across the UK. 2017 will be a challenging but opportune 
year for UK agriculture, the following pages profile the success of our farmers 
and growers and are illustrative of practical and efficient solutions designed to 
support all aspects of the farm business.

 Earlier this year we ran the Best of British Study Award, a bursary led scheme 
designed to encourage young people in agriculture. I am delighted to share the 
great ways in which our successful applicants are using the award within this 
edition and highlight the breadth of talent and enthusiasm for the industry.

In a challenging season we have seen some great results, evidenced in the stories 
that fill these pages, we are very grateful to the farmers and agronomists who 
have allowed us to share their stories.

As always we welcome your feedback – you can email me directly  
immy.okeeffe@agrii.co.uk or connect with us on Twitter @AgriiUK

With best wishes for a successful 2017.  

                                        Editor
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Partnership solution to time and 
risk management 
Time is one of Andrew Aitken’s most limiting resources at Percival Farm, Buckhaven near Kirkcaldy on the Fife coast. So managing it and 
risk as effectively as possible with Agrii agronomist, Donald Hay are his Number One priorities. 

“Timeliness is more critical 
than ever for us these 
days,” insisted Andrew who 

is responsible for the arable side of the 
family tenancy while his brother, John 
manages the suckler beef business.  

“The 230 ha of heavy ground we added 
to our established 130 ha of cropping 
on a five year contract from 2015 is 
unforgiving. It has to be drilled-up by the 
end of the second week in October and 
the combination of its clay content and the 
amount of rain we get means spray days 
are almost always limited. The difference 
between success and failure can often be 
just a few hours.

“Because we farm without permanent 
staff, John and I rely heavily on the strong 
partnerships we have with our landlord, 
key suppliers and contractors, machinery 
specialists, good neighbours and, 
above all, Donald Hay, to ensure we get 
everything done on time.

“Donald knows our farm as well as we 
do. He and I work closely together in 
planning our cropping, selecting varieties 
and managing them through the season. 
As well as making sure we have the right 
inputs when we need them, he’s our link 
with Agrii’s dependable mobile seed 
processing and contract spraying services. 

And increasingly he’s helping us build 
extra precision into our liming, fertilisation 
and sowing, based on SoilQuest mapping. 

“We simply could not do what we do 
without him and the other members of our 
‘extended’ farm team.” 

To make the most of the new land’s 
potential, Andrew Aitken and Donald 

Agrii agronomist, Donald Hay 
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Time is one of Andrew Aitken’s most limiting resources at Percival Farm, Buckhaven near Kirkcaldy on the Fife coast. So managing it and 
risk as effectively as possible with Agrii agronomist, Donald Hay are his Number One priorities. Andrew Aitken

stretChinG PerForManCe

Hay are progressively replacing its 
long-standing continuous wheat-based 
regime with the successful winter cropping 
rotation they’ve developed across the main 
holding in recent years. Not least since 
sowing a total of almost 300 ha of winter 
wheat within the very narrow drilling 
window available would clearly have 
been impossible with their plough-based 
establishment system.

“We’ve tried min till and it would save 
precious autumn time,” Donald explained. 
“But any savings here would be more than 
outweighed by the extra crop protection 
costs required and greater risk of poorer 
crops; two things the family cannot afford.”

“We have to have a rotation that spreads 
our autumn workload, in particular,” added 
Andrew. “We used to grow a lot of spring 
barley. After disastrous returns in 2007, 
though, we decided we’d never again 
leave ourselves so exposed to this market. 
Instead, we’ve developed winter oats as 
an alternative. Most of our 2015 oat crop 
earned £130/t and it’s a true wheat break.”

The winter rape/winter 
wheat/winter oats/winter 

wheat/winter barley rotation 
the Percival Farm team are 
extending across the much 
bigger area gives two first 

wheats with only one oilseed 
rape every five years.  

As well as a great balance 
for both management and 

marketing, it offers a realistic 
sequence of sowing from 

rape in late-August through 
barley and oats to wheat in 

early October.

“While our recipe is paying 
the bills OK, for the future I 
have no doubt we must look 
to far greater co-operation 

with other growers for 
the most efficient use of 

labour and machinery as 
well as the closest possible 
partnerships with suppliers 

we value and trust to support 
us,” concluded Andrew. 

Despite the extra pressures of the much 
larger acreage in a far-from-ideal season, 
the first harvest from the more challenging 
ground last year was especially 
encouraging. 

Winter wheat, barley and oats were all well 
up to budget at 9.3 t/ha, 8.6 t/ha and 7.4 t/
ha respectively to deliver very acceptable 
margins. And with the first wheat and 
oilseed rape for many years going into 
the new ground this autumn, Andrew and 
Donald are looking to push their wheat 
output to a consistent 10 t/ha and OSR to 
comfortably over 4 t/ha.
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improving spring Barley Performance
A special Best of British Barley initiative has been developed by Agrii across central and 
southern England this season to help growers achieve the best performance at the least 
risk from spring malting barley.

sharinG Best PraCtiCe

T he spring barley initiative brings 
together best practice information 
from the company’s Maximising 

Arable Performance (MAP) benchmarking 
group of 70+ southern counties growers 
with latest results from research at the 
AgriiFocus Technology Centre and local 
agronomic expertise to target the most 
fruitful areas for performance improvement 
on individual farms.

“MAP data from nearly 17,000 acres of 
spring barley growing shows our growers 
achieving an average yield of 7.9 t/ha in 
2015, almost 2 t/ha ahead of the comparable 
Defra southern England spring barley 
average of 6 t/ha,” explained initiative 
co-ordinator, Mark Thomas. “And this 
performance increased steadily from  
6.6 t/ha in 2013 and 7.29 t/ha in 2014, with the 
advantage over the Defra average growing 
from 1.5 t/ha over the three-year period.

“The fact that the MAP data also shows 
our top 25% barley growers increasing 
their average yields encouragingly over 
the years to 8.7 t/ha in 2015 underlines the 
opportunity even already good producers 
have for further improvement. 

“What’s more, the system’s ability to 
benchmark individual components of crop 
physical and financial performance allows 
our agronomists to work with growers to 
identify particular strengths to build on 
and possible weaknesses to address in 
their planning ahead.”

Informed by the benchmarking, the Agrii 
initiative sets out to apply the company’s 
pioneering AgriiFocus research on 
modern, high output spring barley nutrition, 
variety management and crop protection 
in the most appropriate improvement 
programmes for growers’ particular 
conditions and needs.

Together with the best targeted and 
informed local agronomic advice and 
supervision, the initiative provides access 
to exclusive varieties, valuable buy-back 
contracts and attractive finance packages 
for all inputs.

“We believe our knowledge, experience 
and services leave us uniquely well-
placed to help growers make the very 
most of their opportunities to improve this 
increasingly important crop which has 
benefitted from too little good research 
in recent years,” Mark Thomas insisted. 
“Through our Best of British Barley 
initiative, we look forward to doing so in a 
carefully structured way for more growers 
over a wider area in 2017 and beyond.”  

Sources: Defra observatory monitoring framework – average south-west + south east regions.Agrii data from aggregated customer data from similar geography

Spring Barley average (Defra South)

Spring Barley average (Agrii South)

Spring Barley top 25% (Agrii South)

Agrii growers farm performance versus average from DEFRA stats
Actual farm data from 16,845 acres of spring barley in 2015
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Join our Best of British Barley initiative and 
drive-up your spring barley performance 

sharinG Best PraCtiCe

improving spring Barley Performance

Spring barley is an increasingly significant component of the rotation on many 
farms. When grown well, spring barley can return solid gross margins, and we 
believe there is an opportunity to push this crop to deliver more towards the 
profitability of the farm business.

we’d like to invite you to join the Agrii Best of British Barley 
initiative to be part of the solution.

The Best of British Barley initiative  
will provide you with; 

+	 Unique insights into Agrii spring barley R&D results 
via local meetings and on farm through your Agrii 
agronomist.

+	 Local ‘best practice’ utilising our MAP (Maximising 
Arable Performance) benchmarking data. 

+	 A pre-season seminar and field visit to our AgriiFocus 
or Throws Farm Technology Centres to discuss 
pioneering crop nutrition work and other Agrii research 
on spring barley.

+	 Access to the best range of varieties, linked to buy-back 
contracts if required.

+	 Detailed agronomy management and field specific 
recommendations on crop protection and nutrition 
through the growing season.

+	 Attractive finance package for all spring barley inputs.

+	 The best agronomy approach to achieve the full 
potential of your spring barley crop for the 2017 harvest.

Your investment
We ask for a commitment to source agronomy advice, 

seed, crop protection and micronutrition products from 

Agrii, for an agreed hectarage of spring barley. An Agrii 

Finance arrangement is available if required.

Additional information
Product requirements are supplied via Agrii’s own 

local distribution network, so there is no delay 

waiting for deliveries from different suppliers. 

Crop protection and micronutrition products are 

supplied on a same/next day delivery service and 

unused full packs can be returned.

For further information please contact  

Mark Thomas via mark.thomas@agrii.co.uk
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Black-Grass Control with 
specialist spring Barley

Indeed, in 2015 the 120 ha of Explorer he grew on a Budweiser contract for the first time 
delivered almost the same gross margin as the first wheat on which the farm’s 600 ha 
arable rotation is based. What’s more, it slashed the black-grass population. 

“We discovered our black-grass was Triple R resistant more than 10 years ago,” Edward 
explained. “We haven’t bothered using Atlantis for four or five years now. 

“We’d been spending heavily on residuals to bolster wheat performance. Despite doing 
everything we could in our five-block rape/wheat/rape/wheat/wheat regime, though, 
escalating weed levels and declining returns persuaded us to throw everything up in the 
air in 2015 and introduce a spring crop into the rotation.

At new Farm, elsworth near Cambridge, edward Davison would 
happily sacrifice margins to get on top of problematic black-grass.  
But thanks to a specialist spring barley ideally suited to his heavy 
chalky boulder clay ground he’s hardly had to.

Agrii fertiliser manager, Tom Land



In addition to its impressive competitive performance, the 
Explorer averaged 10.4 t/ha at 1.72% N from 150 kg/ha of 
nitrogen to deliver a gross margin of almost £950/ha. This 

was only just below New Farm’s average first wheat margin.

What’s more, as a second successive spring crop at New 
Farm in the past season under noticeably less ideal growing 
conditions the crop still averaged 9.4 t/ha at 1.90-1.99% N to 
remain comfortably within the Budweiser specification.

“Other than a few nutritional tweaks on the advice of Agrii 
fertiliser manager, Tom Land, we feel we’ve got the agronomy 
pretty much spot-on now,” said Edward. “With conditions far too 
risky to drill our intended oilseed rape, we’ll be putting Explorer 
into the same land again this season. In fact, we’ll be replacing 
all our planned OSR acreage with the spring barley, increasing 
our 2017 crop to 280 ha. In addition to doing us well margin-
wise, this should strike a big blow against the black-grass. 

Overall, Edward Davison is now taking a far more flexible 
approach to his rotation. He intends to have at least one year 
of spring barley in every field, with a longer spring break 
wherever necessary. So he will be sitting down every summer 
to assess the situation field by field and plan his cropping 
accordingly. 

“This is driving a coach and horses through the convenience  
of our original block-cropping approach,” he stressed.  
“But it’s essential if we are to secure the consistent 11-12 t/ha 
wheat crops we want. Although we know we can get these 
already, our challenge is to do so reliably across the whole 
farm. For which we simply have to deal with the 6-7 t/ha  
black-grass affected crops that always seem to pull down  
the farm average so badly.”  
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Explorer’s black-grass management value was confirmed in no 
uncertain terms at New Farm in 2015 with an almost six-fold 
reduction in the black-grass population of one field in which a full-
length strip was left unsown. 

Agrii monitoring revealed a black-grass count averaging more than  
700 ears/m2 here, against 120/m2 in the Explorer alongside it. Not only 
that but the ears were well down in the crop, very much smaller and 
with seed of suspect viability. 

solvinG aGronoMiC ProBleMs

“We considered our options carefully and, despite always having 
rated barley as little more than a weed itself, decided to grow it for 
the first time. Our decision was confirmed when we discovered 
Explorer and the work Colin Lloyd and his research team were 
doing with similarly bad black-grass at Stow Longa.

“A high yielding, relatively early maturing variety that can 
be sown late into March on heavy ground to earn a malting 
premium for a relatively high N sample was an attractive 
proposition. But the clincher for us was the variety’s superior 
weed-smothering ability.”   

Black-grass

Edward Davison 
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total Precision Drives large-scale success
Precise attention to detail in every aspect of growing every crop in every part of every field is 
wright Agriculture’s focus across 2400 ha of arable land in 40 separate parcels up to 25 miles 
apart under 17 different contract farming agreements. 

From Glebe Farm, Saxelbye near Melton Mowbray, 
father and son, Bill and Eric Wright have grown 
and developed their north Leicestershire and south 

Nottinghamshire business by making the very most of modern 
farming and communication technologies.

Working closely with Agrii agronomist, Harry Abell, the Wrights 
insist on SoilQuest scanning and management zoning of all the 
land they farm as part of each new contract agreement. Variable 
rate fertilisation, sowing and, increasingly now, spraying is 
managed through the Agrii Precision Services portal integrated 
with Gatekeeper and John Deere’s Greenstar system.

All agronomy recommendations are made, application 
information transmitted to the field team and operating records 
automatically up-dated to the management computer through 
individual iPads using the simple Dropbox system.

Amongst other things, the system is also used to manage all 
field operations to detailed work plans; maintain all operational 
and field records; ensure all the right products are in the right 
places at the right times; provide all team members with the most 

cost-effective travel plans; schedule all machinery servicing 
and repair with specialists, Farol; organise all seed, fertiliser 
and agrochemical purchasing; store all field, NVZ, nutrient and 
other maps; manage all grain drying and storage; organise all 
farm-saved seed processing; manage all business finances with 
Andersons; and give all the farming partners access to the fullest 
possible records.

“The technology allows us to manage our scale of operations 
with the individual field care and attention we’ve always seen as 
vital,” stressed Bill Wright. “Our landowners entrust us with their 
most valuable asset. As well as generating the best returns from 
it with the greatest economies of scale, we treat it as we would 
our own and are fully accountable for everything we do. 

“We manage all our crops by individual soil zones rather than 
fields. The complete picture SoilQuest scanning, laser texture 
and soil analyses give us of each piece of ground means we 
can fine-tune our farming to its needs from day one rather than 
having to move forward by trial and error. It also allows us to 
look after the ground much better for the longer term – something 
our partners particularly appreciate.”
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iMProvinG PreCision

From their first GPS guidance light bar in 2001 
and full auto-steer combine in 2005, through 
simple grid-based soil sampling and yield 
mapping in 2007 and 2009, the Wrights have 
stepped-up the sophistication of their precision 
farming substantially in the five years since 
moving to the SoilQuest system.

“Understanding the actual variations in our soils 
has enabled us to be very much more precise in 
our phosphate, potash and lime applications,” 
explained Eric. “This makes a big difference when 
we’re managing such a large area.

“More recently, we’ve been moving to variable 
seed rates for all our crops, varying winter wheat 
sowing from 100 to 400 kg/ha in some fields to 
combat grassweeds as to even-up establishment. 
We’re also using satellite imagery through 
the Agrii Precision Services portal to vary our 
nitrogen applications. 

“Harry Abell and I are now starting to employ the 
satellite images to fine-tune our wheat and OSR 
fungicide and PGR rates too,” he added.

Eric Wright with father Bill, 
Glebe Farm, Saxelbye

Agrii agronomist, Harry Abell and  
Eric Wright discuss one of their Solstice crops

Wright Agriculture’s tractor fleet

The key to making the most of all this precision at Wrights Agriculture is 
integrating it effectively across the entire business. Moving to Gatekeeper and 

getting rid of paper with a combination of iPads and Dropbox from 2014 has been 
revolutionary in communicating with their suppliers and customers as well as 

their six-man team.

“Confidence in and close-working between all our 
partners is central to the recipe we’ve developed,” 
concluded Eric Wright. “Careful monitoring and 
management of all our operations, the versatility of 
our high capacity fleet and well-integrated support 
from our suppliers ensures we maintain the attention 
to detail as well as scale so essential to success.”   
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integrated agronomy from
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A total of five £1500 bursaries will 

be awarded, with applications 

from students at Harper Adams 

University, Bishop Burton College, 

Riseholme College and Scotland’s Rural 

College (SRUC) and anyone currently 

working on a British farm.

The bursaries are to be used towards a 
course of study or project that furthers 
their own knowledge and development 
through a topic of interest to themselves 
and value to British farming.

“Our Best of British Farming bursaries are 
inspired by the Smith family’s recent 16.52 
t/ha claim to the world wheat yield record 
at Beal in Northumberland as part of their 
54 ha first wheat average of 15.32t/ha at 
an input cost of barely £50/t,” explained 
Agrii chief executive, David Downie.  
“This shows just what is possible when 
the best of British farming, agronomy and 
agri-intelligence come together.

“We see our bursaries helping to foster 
precisely this sort of practical, joined-up 
farming improvement thinking.  

They can be used towards a whole 
range of educational or development 
studies or projects at college, on farm or 
in business. These may include cutting-
edge farming techniques or technologies, 
integrated production improvement work, 
useful agronomy or growing Apps or 
environmental enhancement initiatives.” 

Applications for the 2016 Agrii Best of 
British Farming Study Award closed 
at the end of April, the winners will be 
announced and awards made over  
the summer.  

Explorer growing has come up trumps for Buckinghamshire 
grower, Robert Lane and his Agrii agronomist, Chris Letts at Park 
Field Farm near Olney for the second year in a row.

The 52 ha’s of the variety they grew in 2015 averaged 8.5 t/ha 
of good quality malting grain, 70% of which earned the extra 
Budweiser brewing premium. And even though conditions didn’t 
allow sowing until late-April/early May last season, their 63 ha 
delivered 7.2 t/ha at an average 1.86% N, again qualifying for the 
extra premium on a substantial proportion.

“We couldn’t drill the last of the crop until May 4 but it came  
up rapidly, grew away vigorously and was harvested by 
September 1, allowing us to get all our rape in by the following 
day,” recalled Robert. “Suiting our heavy land very well,  
the Explorer looks like being our top margin earner of the season. 
At the same time, it is proving just what we need to keep on top of 
troublesome black-grass.”  

ManaGinG resourCes

Budweiser 
Barley 
opportunities 
expand 
Following the success of commercial-
scale Explorer spring barley growing for 
UK Budweiser production, international 
brewing leader, AB InBev’s partnership 
with British growers through Agrii, 
Glencore and Crisps Malting is set to 
build still further over the coming season.

“Our first full season of 
contracted production for 
Budweiser in 2015 worked 

extremely well for all concerned,” 
stressed Glencore’s Nick Oakhill at a 
special 2016 Throws’ Farm Technology 
Centre growers’ meeting. “With more 
than twice the area and number of 
farms involved, the past season has 
built on this, despite noticeably less 
favourable growing conditions. 

“We’re looking to place contracts 
with between 150-180 growers for the 
coming season, as AB InBev seeks to 
progressively replace its imported barley 
for UK Budweiser production. This offers 
the opportunity for more growers across 
central and eastern England to get 
involved in the Explorer programme.”

Explorer is the only UK-grown variety 
approved for Budweiser brewing and is 

only available to contracted growers 
through Agrii/Glencore. The 2017 
contract continues to offer a wide 
specification of 1.6-2.05% N – with a £5/t 
premium over Propino for 1.8-1.9% N. 

The variety has proved exceptional in 
its ability to produce from late spring 
sowing on heavy land and out-compete 
black-grass.

Robert Lane with Chris Letts (Right)
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new strategy supports British arable Progress
improving farm performance and resilience through even better research-led intelligence 
and more integrated local agronomy partnerships is the promise of Agrii’s second five 
year development strategy, unveiled by chief executive, David Downie for 2017. 

B uilding on five years of progress in 
developing the country’s leading 
arable advisory and supply 

business from the strong foundations of 
Masstock and UAP, the new strategy is 
designed to provide UK growers with the 
extra support and security they need to 
thrive in an increasingly challenging 
and uncertain world.

“After four large global harvests in a row, 
the arable environment is likely to remain 
tough for some time,” observed David 
Downie. “And as if this wasn’t enough, 
British farming is having to contend with 

the major uncertainties created by Brexit 
as well as the declining availability 
and effectiveness of key crop protection 
products it has come to rely upon.

“This puts the premium on the most 
integrated, research-led cropping based 
on well-planned rotations, access to 
and production for high value markets 
and improved soil health and nutrition 
alongside the most appropriate and 
timely crop protection. Which is precisely 
what we are better placed than any other 
business to provide through our strong 
local partnership-working.” 

BuilDinG For the Future

Key pillars of the Agrii strategy to support growers over the coming five years are:

Agrii Chief Executive,  
David Downie

“In moving ahead, we will be 
harnessing our research and 
commercial strengths to even 
greater effect in supporting our 
agronomists and growers with 
these and other improvement 
initiatives,” David Downie 
stressed. “By demonstrating our 
value in this way, I’m confident 
we will become the preferred 
supplier to even more arable 
businesses than we are today.”   

 

2 3improving soil 
health and nutrition 

with integrated 
support packages 

based on specialist 
soil advice and the 

latest precision 
agronomy  
expertise;

4leading the 
industry in the 

supply and 
utilisation of  

well-researched 
crop protection, 
micro-nutrition, 

adjuvant and 
biological 

technologies; and,

Making the best  
use of modern 

genetics with an 
expanding portfolio 

of breeding to 
crop marketing 
platforms, top 

quality seeds and 
the best variety-

specific agronomy.

1Transforming 
regional and 
team working 

with the focus on 
local solutions 
for continued 
performance 
improvement 
and business 
development;
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Equipping its farming for the future in a way which supports the business’  
strong environmental and social commitments has been the key aim of the team 
at Sir Richard Sutton Ltd in Lincolnshire over the past four years.

increasing soil health, reducing machinery costs, raising operating efficiencies and 
extending rotations are all improvement priorities with which the vast majority of arable 
businesses will be familiar. 

The ways in which the Hall Farm team has addressed them with Agrii’s research, agronomy and farm service 
support are, however, quite different to many; and quite different too from the direction of previous travel.

Head of farming, Chris Baylis

Future Proofing the 
Farming Platform

Led by the 6000 ha family company’s 
head of farming, Chris Baylis, major 
changes across the 3600 mainly 

arable hectares run from Hall Farm, 
Stainton-le-Vale, near Market Rasen have 
put it on a firm path to future-proofing.

A combination of excellent yields, the 
most effective agronomy and cost control, 
indeed, kept total feed wheat production 
costs down to £108/t in 2015, while the best 
crop marketing delivered an average 
wheat selling price of £128/t.

“Like most, the past season has been far 
more challenging,” pointed out Chris. 

“However, 2015 underlines that we can 
secure the sort of viability essential to 
support the strong investment in nature 
conservation that has always been a 
priority here.

“As well as improving immediate viability, 
the changes we’ve been making following 
our complete review of the farming 
business in 2012 are building the level of 
arable performance consistency we need 
to deal with a less predictable climate, 
declining agrochemical efficacy and the 
inevitability of much-diminished future 
farming support.” 

Conservation margins at Stainton Estate
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BuilDinG For the Future

Having successfully direct drilled 25% of 
the farmed area in 2011 when Chris joined 
the team as Lincolnshire estate manager, 
the plan was to move to 100% no-till within 
four years. 

“Like many, 2012 taught us some valuable 
lessons,” recalled Chris. “It underlined 
my fears that our soils really weren’t 
ready for direct drilling and highlighted 
that we needed a regime flexible enough 
to cope with a wide range of soil and 
weather conditions in a far slower and 
more opportunistic move towards our 
no-till aspiration.”

So, in 2013 the Estate replaced the 
direct drill with a Vaderstad Rapid and 
Cultivation Solutions toolbar, which 
has since proved its value. By adjusting 
the configuration of the legs, discs and 
coulters the team has a single machine 
which can drill direct, drill in strips, and 

drill into both min till and ploughed 
Wold or heavy ground with equal 
effectiveness. This means sowing can 
be matched to conditions in the most 
flexible way possible.

“As part of our decision to merge the Wold 
and heavy land businesses into a single 
management unit, we acquired another 
Vaderstad Rapid,” Chris explained. “At 
the same time, we established a whole 
business replacement policy across our 
entire fleet to deliver a known annual 
machinery cost over the next 20 years.

“Like our two Lexion combines, we now 
run the drills in tandem to maximise 
our working capacity, managing our 
cropping in roughly 120 ha blocks. This 
means the least possible machinery 
movement and downtime. It also means 
we can get in and out with an operation 
across an entire crop block in a very 

small window for the timeliness that is 
more essential than ever these days.

“This rationalisation has given us running 
cost savings of more than 20% over two 
years. Crucially too, while we’ve reduced 
our full-time arable staff from six to 
four, streamlining the operations in this 
way hasn’t put any more pressure on 
individual team members. 

“The great progress we’ve made in 
the past few years means we’re very 
optimistic for the future. There are 
certainly plenty of risks out there we 
can’t fully control. But with the flexibility 
we’ve built into our business and the 
commitment and enthusiasm we have in 
our team, we’re confident we can manage 
our farming to minimise them. And, 
in so doing, uphold the environmental 
excellence for which the company has 
long been known.”  



awards support Future Farm Professionals
Four farm professionals of the future from across the country have been awarded Best of 
British Farm bursaries this autumn in Agrii’s innovative award scheme to encourage and 
reward those passionate about the future of British farming.

Agricultural students, louise Burden from Dalton Magna near rotherham, Andrew low from 
edinburgh, william watts from ludlow, Shropshire and self-employed contractor, robert Coe 
from Diss in norfolk have all received £1500 bursaries from Agrii towards courses of study and 
projects that further their own knowledge and are of value to British farming as a whole.
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+ Harper Adams graduate, William Watts (26) 
researching biofumigation for potato cyst nematode 
(PCN) control in a PhD at the University, is using 
his Agrii award to attend the 6th International 
Symposium of Biofumigation in South Africa to 
present a paper on the subject.

 “My research suggests that correct maceration 
and incorporation of a green manure crop rich in 
glucosinolates can make a substantial contribution  
to PCN suppression,” said Bill. 

 “In addition to its role in complementing hard-
pressed chemistry, the technique offers valuable 
improvements in soil health and workability. The 
award means I can share the results of this work more 
widely while gathering the latest global intelligence 
on new biofumigation techniques from leading 
researchers in the field for use by British growers.”   

   SHROPSHIRE 

£1500
Received bursaries: 
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+  Coming from a non-farming background and with over six years’ experience as a 
full-time tractor driver, 29 year-old Andy Low is studying for an HNC in Agriculture 
at the Scottish Rural University College (SRUC), Oatridge. Ineligible for local 
authority funding, he is putting his bursary towards a year’s tuition fees.

 “Going from employment back to full-time study is not easy,” he pointed out. 
“Especially so having changed careers and without reserves to fall back on.  
I’m particularly excited about using science and technology to meet the 
challenges of modern crop production and soil management in the face of our 
increasingly variable climate. This award will help me combine my broad 
field experience with a formal qualification to equip me for a future in farm 
management or agronomy.”   

+  Also with a degree in Agriculture from Harper Adams University,  
25 year-old Robert Coe is building his own contract-spraying business on 
the Norfolk/Suffolk border, having purchased a self-propelled sprayer in 
May 2015 with savings from a cereal harvest in Australia and freelance work 
for East Anglian farmers and contractors. He is using his award to undertake 
a BASIS Certificate in Crop Protection over the coming season.

 “I want to gain a better understanding of pest, disease and weed 
management so I can work to far greater effect with my farmer customers 
and their agronomists to make the very most of their crop protection inputs 
in improving performance,” robert stressed. “Observing greater flea 
beetle activity at dusk, I’ve already fitted LED lights to my sprayer boom so 
I can better target this serious pest by operating more confidently at lower 
light levels. BASIS training will, I’m sure, lead me to make further such 
improvements to the service I provide.”   

+ Bishop Burton foundation degree student, Louise Burden (20) is putting her award to 
use in examining the value of a range of cover crops in supporting lamb finishing as part 
of her family’s Yorkshire arable contracting business. 

“I’m keen to establish the best all-round cover crops for winter sheep grazing in arable 
rotations for our own farm use and to advise our customers,” she explained. “I believe 
sheep have a valuable role to play in modern arable systems and see cover cropping as 
an excellent opportunity for them to do so. But it’s essential the cropping meets the needs 
of both enterprises. I’m using the bursary to run my own trial with small paddocks sown 
to a range of potential covers over the coming winter to examine this.”   

    SCOTLAND 

   EAST ANGLIA 

 yORkSHIRE 
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Greater resilience Drives Business Change
At earls Hall Farm, St osyth on the essex coast, David lord and guy Hunt are working 
with Agrii agronomist, Vicki Brooks to fundamentally change their 600 ha arable business.

David Lord and Vicki Brooks check winter rye
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F rom all winter cropping on their 
heavy land, the Earls Hall team 
has moved to one third spring 

drilling. They’ve replaced winter 
barley with rye on their light land. 
Amongst other changes, they’ve also 
switched from mostly feed to mainly 
milling wheats, introduced cover crops 
ahead of all their spring cropping and 
included a companion crop with all 
their winter OSR. 

At the same time, they’ve added much 
greater precision with a combination of 
SoilQuest scanning, satellite imaging 
and drone filming co-ordinated 
through the Agrii Precision Services 
on-line portal. Not only that, but they’re 
currently moving to a no-till regime 
based around a recently-purchased 
Cross-Slot drill.

Surprisingly perhaps, increasing 
yields is not the main driver for all this 
change. Naturally, David, Guy and Vicki 
confidently expect to secure valuable 
output gains from their efforts. However, 
their key priority is achieving far 
greater resilience – both economic and 
agronomic – for their business.

“We’re averaging a very acceptable  
9.5-10 t/ha from our first wheats and just 
over 4 t/ha from our oilseed rape,” pointed 
out David. “But we know we need to do 
things differently in the future if we are 
to manage the increasing production and 
market risks we face.

“In particular, we need to use all the 
rotational tools at our disposal to deal 
with serious black-grass problems – even 
on our light land now. And we need to 
effectively control problem cruciferous 
weeds in our oilseed rape.

“We must also invest far more in our soils 
to make them as resilient as we can to 
weather uncertainties; be as flexible as 

we can be in our crop and variety choice 
to make the most of market opportunities; 
and put far more attention to detail into 
every element of our production. This will 
ensure we have a business able to cope 
with difficult seasons and markets as 
much as capitalising on the better times.”

To address black-grass problems on 
heavy land that simply cannot be sown 
once it gets wet, the team have extended 
their rotation to a five year regime of 
three cereals, two breaks and two spring 
crops – rape/wheat/linseed/wheat/wheat 
– successfully introducing spring-sown 
Mulika as the second wheat after a mixed 
cover crop last season.

inCreasinG Business eFFiCienCy

“Our cover crop mixes will take a lot of fine-tuning,” said Vicki Brooks. “But we’re enthusiastic about 
their potential to improve the workability and structure of the heavy soils and add useful extra organic 

matter to the light ground. Especially so as part of the switch to a no-till regime.”

“It’s all part of the far greater 
attention to detail we need to 

give our business the  
all-round resilience necessary 

to succeed in a much more 
challenging arable world 
than we’ve ever had in the 

past,” insisted David.

A fter more than 15 years of minimum tillage, the recently 
purchased Cross-Slot drill is a key element of the 
partners’ improvement plan.

Equally important to the Earls Hall improvement efforts is the 
increasing precision built into the farm’s agronomy in recent 

“We’re well-placed to move to no-till,” 
David Lord reasoned. “The Cross-Slot 
is perfect for our needs. It cultivates the 
minimum amount of soil, places the seed 
and fertiliser accurately, copes with trash 
and green covers well, and turns our 
establishment from a three to two-man 
operation, giving us extra time for the 
greatest flexibility.

“Most importantly, with no soil 
disturbance whatsoever across the vast majority of the field, 
we wake up the minimum amount of black-grass and, aided 
by cover cropping, help our soils improve their micro-flora and 
fauna, structure, drainage and water-holding capacity. 

years. Based on SoilQuest scanning, 
zoning and analysis of the whole farm 
variable P&K applications, variable 
seed rates and variable N are doing 
much to improve the evenness and 
consistency  
of crops.  

SoilQuest scanning Soil Conductivity Map Drone filming
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Did you know...
As an Agrii customer you have the reassurance that your 
agronomist’s advice and support is backed by the industry’s most 
innovative agronomic research and development programme in 
the UK.

We do this work so our customers can stretch the productivity 
of their hectares, optimise the economics of crop growing, stay 
abreast of the latest technologies and farm efficiently and 
sustainably for the future.

Every year we invest more than £1million in R&D to ensure that our 
skilled Agrii agronomists are always equipped with, and can swiftly 
communicate, the most up to date intelligence and expertise. 

You can see the scope and depth of our work opposite. If you 
would like to learn more, speak to your usual Agrii contact or visit 
our website for forthcoming iFarm events – our network of local 
knowledge transfer sites. 

agrii working for you

5  teChnoloGy Centres

55,000  
trial Plots across the UK:  
representing all regions and crops

400 rePliCateD  
trials nationally

28 DeMonstration iFarMs: 
putting r&D into practice

+ r&D experts qualified to the highest 
oreTo standards

+ Collaborations with key industry 
partners: ADAS, AHDB, plant 
breeders, crop protection 
manufacturers, machinery experts, 
academic bodies

thank you for reading this edition 
of Growing Matters. we hope you 
found it useful. 
Please note that the content within this document does not represent 
advice, which should always be tailored to local situations. Please 
speak to your adviser for more detailed information on any of the 
topics covered.

thank you

Connect with the agri-intelligence 
network
If you would like to learn more about Agrii, we invite you to 
connect with us in any of the following ways:

+ Via our Agronomy and advisory teams – we have 300 
agronomists throughout the UK who can advise on all 
aspects of modern crop production, and also seed and 
nutrition specialists.

+ At an Agrii iFarm event – we have 28 locations where, 
in conjunction with our host farmers, we demonstrate the 
latest technologies and production techniques. Lively events 
provide an opportunity to meet other farmers and quiz 
industry experts.

+ on AgriiPlus – a comprehensive information database 
available to our agronomy customers (more details from your 
Agrii agronomist).

+ At www.agrii.co.uk – for more information, to check your 
local contacts or to ask us a question. Visit regularly for news 
and details of our events.

+ on Twitter – @AgriiUK – for regular updates.

+ Sign up for our email newsletters – eBulletin is a monthly 
update or eJournal for news and information relevant to  
your region.

+ Speak to our Customer Services Team – with any queries on 
0845 6073322
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aGrii at a GlanCe

  Distribution depots

  Seed plants

agrii uk Coverage
local and reliable

+  40 locations nationwide.

+  More than 100 logistics employees.

+  Local teams who understand the area.

+  Drivers who know your specific 
requirements on farm.

+  Over 100k orders are delivered each year.

+  98% of orders are on time and in full  
– sets the standard for the industry.

Farming on time
+ All products from one place, to the right 

store at the right time.

+  no waiting for separate deliveries from 
different suppliers.

+  Same day deliveries if urgently required.

Ad-van-tage
+ We have more than 70 lorries  

and vans.

+ Vehicles are maintained to the  
highest standard.

we’re coming….
+ Opt-in to receive delivery alerts by 

phone/text to let you know time of 
delivery.

+  Plan your day without worrying about 
delivery times.

Customer service
+ Dedicated customer services team.

+  Extended working hours in busy 
summer months.

Peace of mind
+ If spraying is missed, agronomy 

customers can return unused 
product.

+ All products and advice supplied 
is covered by warranties and 
professional indemnity.

it’s as easy as that
+ With Agrii, your agronomist and our depot 

teams take the strain when it comes to 
organising your orders.

+  Direct from your agronomist’s computer, 
to the depot, to the farm...using the latest 
supply chain systems to ensure the stress 
is taken out of ordering the products that 
you need.



registered offices:
Agrii is the trading name of Masstock Arable 
(UK) Ltd. and United Agri Products Ltd.  
Registered office is Andoversford, 
Cheltenham, GL54 4LZ.

Farmer-friendly input Finance 
in association with Dll
Agrii Finance is independent of grain transactions and you won’t be 

committed to a particular input manufacturer. It means you can make the best 

growing and marketing decisions for your crops without being constrained by 

cash availability.

+  no hidden costs or transaction fees

+  Flexible repayment structures tailored to your needs

+  Very competitive fixed  interest rates

+  Fast & efficient process

+  exclusive to Agrii customers for Agrii inputs

+  Minimum spend £3k

To find out more, speak to your Agrii contact or call our finance team:  
Tel: 01937 588095 or email: af@agrii.co.uk


